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Abstra t | We investigate transparent repli ation of
omponents on top of the distributed data spa e ar hite ture Spli e. In Spli e ea h omponent has its own lo al
data spa e whi h an be kept small using keys, time stamps
and sele tive overwriting. Sin e Spli e appli ations are often safety- riti al, we use two omplementary formal tools
to ensure orre tness: the CRL tool set is used for a rapid
investigation of alternatives by a limited veri ation with
state spa e exploration te hniques; next the most promising solutions are veri ed in general by means of the intera tive theorem prover of PVS. With these formal te hniques
we showed that repli ation of transformation omponents
an be a hieved using sequen e numbers. We also prove
the orre tness of a ni er, more transparent solution whi h
requires a slight extension of the write primitive of Spli e.
I. Introdu tion

In this paper we study repli ation and formal veri ation of omponents on top of the real-time distributed data spa e ar hite ture Spli e [4℄. This ar hite ture has been devised at the ompany Thales (previously known as Thomson-CSF Signaal). It provides
a oordination me hanism for loosely- oupled omponents, similar to Linda [7℄ and JavaSpa es [13℄. The
main di eren e is that these last two languages have
one entral data spa e, to whi h all pro esses may
write and from whi h they an all read or take items.
Su h a entral data spa e is absent in Spli e, where
the data spa e is distributed; ea h appli ation has its
own lo al data storage that is updated a ording to
a publish-subs ribe me hanism. Whereas JavaSpa es
uses a leasing me hanism to express the temporal validity of data items (and allow garbage olle tion), the
lo al storages of Spli e are kept small using keys and
time-stamps: re ent data just overwrites old data with
the same key. More details about Spli e are given in
se tion II-A.
The Spli e ar hite ture is being used to build large
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and omplex systems, su h as ommand and ontrol
systems. Typi ally there are sensors, a number of internal pro esses that perform al ulations on the sensor data, and omponents that de ide on appropriate
a tions su h as ommands to a tuators. Thanks to
the eÆ ient implementation of Spli e, large streams
of sensor data an be pro essed at real time. Another
aim of Spli e is to provide a platform that makes it
easy to repli ate omponents in a transparent way,
i.e. a hieving fault-toleran e for ertain omponents
without a e ting other omponents. In this paper we
investigate to whi h extent transparent repli ation on
top of Spli e is possible. A question is, for instan e,
whether the impli it time-stamp me hanism of Spli e
an be exploited and whether we need any onditions
on the ontext of a repli ated omponent.
In general, repli ation might a e t the real-time
and the fun tional behavior of the system. Sin e most
Spli e-appli ations are highly safety- riti al, it is important to ensure the orre tness of these appli ations.
A possible way to in rease the on den e in the orre tness of systems is the use of formal methods, i.e.
methods and te hniques that have a pre ise, mathemati ally de ned meaning. In our study we use formal
methods to apture the pre ise meaning of Spli e, to
experiment with versions of repli ation in a ase study,
and for the formal veri ation of orre tness.
Several formalizations of (fragments of) Spli e [4℄
already exist. We mention work on the pro ess algebra SPA [8℄, the algebrai CRL tool set [10℄, [20℄
and a formalization in the higher-order logi of the
theorem prover PVS [3℄. The idea of a hieving transparent repli ation by requiring from the ar hite ture
that, for any pro ess P , we have P jj P = P was put
forward in [9℄. Related work on the operational semanti s of Linda and JavaSpa es has been presented
in [6℄. Here the possibility for veri ation is left as
future work. A omparison between various shared
data spa e versions was given in [5℄.
Our semanti models of Spli e are based on the
models des ribed in [3℄, [20℄. It is less detailed

than [10℄ in order to fa ilitate veri ation. Moreover,
the semanti s presented here is based on more re ent
information about the use of keys and time-stamps to
keep the lo al storages small.
We study repli ation on top of Spli e using two omplementary formal approa hes:
 The CRL-approa h builds an operational algebrai
model that is suitable for qui kly prototyping and debugging appli ations. Small nite instan es of the appli ation an be veri ed automati ally.
 The PVS-approa h allows the veri ation of general appli ations using the intera tive theorem prover
PVS. A denotational semanti s of Spli e programs
and a ompositional proof method based on propertyoriented spe i ations have been de ned in the higherorder logi of PVS.
Clearly, ea h approa h has its strengths and weaknesses. For instan e, the PVS-approa h provides more
general results than the CRL-approa h, but it is
mu h more labor-intensive, espe ially when there are
still many errors in the appli ation. Hen e we apply
this approa h after a good intuition has been obtained
using CRL.
Hen e, the aim of our work is not only to obtain
results on how to a hieve orre t, transparent repli ation on top of a distributed data spa e ar hite ture,
but also to identify whether and how the two formal
approa hes ould be used in ombination, su h that
the advantages an be exploited in a methodology for
the veri ation of data spa e appli ations.
This paper is stru tured as follows. In se tion II we
give an informal des ription of Spli e, a ase study,
our approa h and an overview of the results. The
CRL-approa h and the PVS-approa h are presented
in Se tions III and IV, respe tively. Con luding remarks an be found in Se tion V.
II. Informal overview

In se tion II-A we brie y introdu e the main onepts of Spli e and some details of the underlying implementation. Se tion II-B des ribes a small appliation that is used as a ase study. Our formal approa hes are brie y introdu ed in se tion II-C. The
general results of our study are presented in se tion IID.
A. Spli e

The Spli e ar hite ture provides a oordination
me hanism based on a publish-subs ribe paradigm.
Produ ers and onsumers of data are de oupled; they
need not know ea h other, but ommuni ate indire tly

via the Spli e primitives, basi ally read- and writeoperations on a distributed data spa e. This makes
it possible to add and remove omponents at runtime. The data spa e is distributed in the sense that
ea h omponent maintains its lo al version of the data
spa e. Read requests from an appli ation pro ess are
served from this lo al storage.
Looking at the implementation of Spli e, ea h appli ation omponent has an agent that takes are of
the ommuni ation between omponents. When an
appli ation pro ess writes a data item of a parti ular
sort, the orresponding agent forwards this item asynhronously via some underlying network to all agents
of pro esses that subs ribed to this sort. There are no
assumptions on message delay and items may arrive
at the agents in di erent order. Ea h agent uses reeived items to update its lo al storage, as des ribed
below, where it might be read by its appli ation.
To explain the update me hanism of lo al storages,
we rst des ribe the entries in the data storage. Ea h
entry onsists of three parts: a key, a value and a time
stamp. In ea h lo al data spa e, there will be at most
one item with a given key. When an appli ation writes
a (key,value) pair, its lo al agent adds the urrent lo al
lo k value to obtain a (key,value,time stamp) triple.
This triple is sent asyn hronously to all subs ribed
agents.
Next assume that a (key,value,time stamp) triple
arrives at some other agent. If no item with the same
key exists, the triple is simply added to the lo al data
spa e. Otherwise, the item with the same key is overwritten by the new item, provided the new item is
stri tly newer than the urrent item in the lo al data
spa e, as indi ated by their respe tive time stamps.
This prevents data items to be overwritten by older
items that su ered from a large network delay. Note
that these old items are simply ignored.
An appli ation an read items satisfying ertain
queries. It is, for instan e, possible to read a value
with a given key. Reads an be either blo king or nonblo king (possibly with some time-out). Also, Spli e
admits both destru tive and non-destru tive read. In
the former ase, an appli ation pro ess an read ea h
data item only on e. As opposed to the global \take"
operation of JavaSpa es, this destru tive read only
operates on the lo al data spa e. Note that an item
annot simply be removed, be ause it is still needed
by the agent to he k whether arriving data items are
newer than this item.
In our formal study, we only modeled the basi features of the Spli e ar hite ture, espe ially on entrat-

ing on read and write operations on the data storages. We did not model, for instan e, time-outs on
read operations, syn hronization of lo al lo ks, the
(dynami ) publish/subs ribe me hanism, dynami reon guration, data sorts, and di erent kinds of data
su h as persistent and ontext data.
B. The Case Study
As a ase study, we onsider a simple system with
three types of omponents:
 Produ er: provides data (with key input) to the
rest of the system. It an be seen as an abstra tion
of sensors su h as radar, thermometer, altitude measurement devi e, et ., that provide the system with
an approximation of the physi al reality.
 Transformer: performs internal data omputations; here data with key input is simply transformed
into data with key output. In reality, su h a pro ess
performs some omputation on data, su h as omputing tra ks out of plots, making an hypothesis about
future movement of obje ts, et .
 Consumer: onsumes data with key output and forwards it to the external environment. In a real system,
this omponent might in lude some de ision making,
leading to ommands to external devi es su h as motors, pumps, s reens, et .
Although the example is very simple, by abstra ting from internal omputations, it represents a typi al Spli e-appli ation in whi h repli ation is relevant. The aim is to obtain a higher degree of faulttoleran e by repli ating the transformer; the system
be omes more robust against rashes of transformers and against network errors. General question is
whether the transformer an be repli ated in a transparent way, i.e. without modifying produ er and onsumer. Does this, e.g., depend on ertain onditions
for the omponents, are the impli it time-stamps useful to support repli ation, or are other onstru ts
needed for repli ation?
C. Formal Methods
In this se tion we give the main ideas of our formal approa hes. Details an be found in subsequent
se tions.

C.1 CRL
In the CRL approa h, Spli e is modeled operationally, by expressing the agents and the network in
a form of pro ess algebra. This leads to a Spli e
omponent. Next also produ er, transformer and onsumer are modeled as a term in pro ess algebra. Then
the aim is to show that

Spli e || Produ er || Transformer || Consumer

is equivalent (in some well-de ned way) to
Spli e || Produ er || Transformer
|| Transformer || Consumer

We also onsider a version with three transformers.
In this approa h, it is diÆ ult to split up the veriation task; the whole system, with all omponents,
has to be onsidered. Sin e the CRL tool is espeially suitable for he king nite systems, we investigated a number of instan es of the system. Due to
the state-explosion problem, the tool ould he k a
system with at most 5 data items. Still this turned
out to be very useful to nd errors. We also investigated several types of equivalen es, and found surprising di eren es, depending on the number of data
items onsidered.
To obtain a nite, he kable system that allows
rapid prototyping of our ideas, we made some further simpli ations in this approa h. For instan e,
we modeled blo king destru tive reads, whi h return
only a single value.
C.2 PVS
The PVS-approa h aims at general veri ation of
Spli e-appli ations. First a denotational semanti s is
de ned for a programming language with Spli e primitives. Here we are not aiming at nite models, but
instead formulate a general semanti s in terms of the
powerful higher-order logi of PVS. Spe i ations are
written in an assertional way, des ribing properties of
the system or its omponents, by means of pre- and
post onditions. Using the ompositional hara ter of
the semanti s, veri ation an also be done ompositionally, allowing reasoning with the spe i ations of
omponents without knowing their implementation.
In this approa h we rst de ne a top-level spe i ation for the whole system spe TL. Given spe i ations spe Prod and spe Cons of produ er onsumer, resp., we determine a spe i ation spe Trans
for the transformer and prove that these three spe iations lead to spe TL. Next we investigate whether
spe Trans an be repli ated, i.e. the parallel omposition of two transformers implies spe Trans. Independently, we design programs that are shown to satisfy
the spe i ations of the omponents. Standard proof
rules then easily lead to the fa t that Produ er ||
Transformer || Consumer onforms to spe TL, and
if spe Trans || spe Trans onforms to spe Trans,
we obtain that Produ er || Transformer || ...

|| Transformer || Consumer onforms to spe TL,
for any positive number of transformers.
Note that this ompositional approa h supports a
strong separation of on erns; one an separately verify the satisfa tion of the top-level spe i ation, the
repli ation of transformer spe i ation, and the independent implementation of the omponents.

D. Results

Experiments in CRL with the ase study, and several other examples, show that in general repli ation
is not transparent; dupli ation of the transformer typi ally leads to a di erent (external) behavior. We investigated two possibilities for obtaining transparent
repli ation:
 The produ er adds sequen e numbers to data items,
whi h are opied by the transformer(s), and the onsumer only a epts items with in reasing sequen e
numbers. This solution has been validated in CRL.
 The write primitive of Spli e has been extended
with an additional time-stamp parameter whi h repla es the impli itly added time-stamp. In this way,
time-stamps more a urately re e t the temporal validity of data and the update me hanism in Spli e
ensures that items are only overwritten by more reent data. With this extended write statement, transparent repli ation is obtained rather easily, without
hanging produ er or onsumer. This solution has
been validated in CRL and its orre tness has been
proved in general using PVS.

CRL-approa h
The CRL [15℄ spe i ation language is a ombination of (ACP-style) pro ess algebra (see e.g. [1℄, [12℄)
and algebrai datatypes. A system is modeled as a
\pro ess", often spe i ed as the parallel omposition
(jj) of a number of other pro esses, the omponents.
Components are often des ribed by re ursive equations, using sequential (:) and alternative (+) omposition. Consider, e.g., Buf = in:out:Buf . Here
in and out are so- alled atomi a tions, whi h an
be externally visible a tions, or whi h syn hronize
with orresponding a tions in di erent omponents.
Atomi a tions an be labeled by data parameters in
CRL. Also re ursive spe i ations an have data parameters, whi h serve as state variables. Input an be
modeled by non-determinism, e.g. in(0)+in(1) models
the input of some bit. A generalized hoi e operator is
written with the -operator. Another onstru t is a
guard: [b℄ ! x, whi h an exe ute x provided boolean
b is true. Data, like bits and booleans, but also natural
III. The
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numbers, sets et ., are des ribed by means of algebrai
data types. A bu er-with-delay an be modeled as:

Buf (x : Bit) =

X in(y):out(x):Buf (y)
:

y Bit

The CRL tool set [2℄ supports veri ation as follows. The operational semanti s of a CRL pro ess is
a labeled transition system (LTS). This is a rooted dire ted graph, some of whose edges are labeled with externally visible atomi a tions. The remaining edges
are labeled with  , denoting an invisible a tion. The
CRL tool set allows automati generation of the LTS
from a CRL spe i ation; this is only possible for nite instan es of a system. The resulting LTS an be
inspe ted by means of visualization, model he king,
or equivalen e he king. For these a tivities we used
the CADP tool set [11℄.
The sket hed veri ation route has a lear bottlene k: the LTS su ers from a ombinatorial state explosion, due to the many possible interleavings. To
over ome this, one an hide (i.e. rename to  ) as many
a tions as possible, given a requirement to verify, and
subsequently minimize the LTS modulo some equivalen e relation. Usually, the equivalen e relation used
in CRL is bran hing bisimulation [14℄.
In order to avoid the generation of the large LTS
entirely, the CRL tool set will rst ompile the spe i ation to a linear pro ess equation, to be viewed as
an internal symboli representation of the state spa e.
Several redu tion tools are implemented, whi h transform a linear pro ess to an equivalent pro ess. Eventually, a mu h smaller, but bran hing bisimilar state
spa e will be generated. We mention a few of these
te hniques:
 Temporarily unused state variables are given a default value, redu ing the number of states of the orresponding omponent.
 The number of interleavings of invisible a tions with
other a tions an be redu ed, provided the invisible
a tions enjoy the on uen e property. This property is established by means of an automated theorem
prover.
 Invariants are generated and used to evaluate the
guards symboli ally in order to remove dead (i.e. unrea hable) ode. This is often a fruitful preparation
for the other steps. This te hnique also uses the automated theorem prover.
The novelty is that these redu tions are performed at
a symboli level, whi h makes the tool set quite exible: the user an apply the redu tions in any desired
order.

This veri ation method has the limitation that it
an only be applied on nite state systems. As advantages, we mention that it is ompletely automati ,
and that it also gives useful feedba k in ase some
requirement doesn't hold. For instan e, the model
he ker will return an exe ution path whi h violates
the requirement. This is very useful for debugging the
spe i ation.
A. Components and their inter onne tion
We model a Spli e system as the parallel omposition of n appli ation pro esses and a separate Spli epro ess. Subsequently, the Spli e-pro ess itself an
be de ned as the parallel omposition of a number
of agents and a separate Network-pro ess. The appli ations syn hronize with Spli e(-agents) via atomi
read- and write-primitives. Similarly, the agents synhronize with the network via tell- and ask-primitives.
See Figure 1 for an overview of the system.
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The ar hite ture of a Spli e system.

Next, we model the interfa es (API) of Spli e and
the Network in CRL.
 Syn hronization between appli ations and Spli e:
sort
a t
omm

Key, Value, Address
read,r : Key#Value#Address
write,w: Key#Value#Address
write | write = w
read | read = r

To avoid onfusion between agents, we will give them
a unique address. Now the read and write a tions
arry three data parameters: the key, the value and
the agent's address. The omm se tion spe i es the
possibility to syn hronize on write a tions and on read
a tions. Here r and w an be seen as the ombined

a tion of the appli ation and the agent of performing
a read or write a tion.
 Syn hronization between agents and the network:
sort
...
a t
omm

Entry, AddressList
tell,t: Address#Entry#AddressList
ask,a : Address#Entry
tell | tell = t
ask | ask = a

A tell a tion orresponds to broad asting an entry to
a number of addresses asyn hronously. An ask a tion
orresponds to re eiving an entry from the network at
some address. We omit the standard algebrai spe iation of lists of addresses.
Having xed the interfa es, we an be more expli it
on the omposition (P are appli ation pro esses):
i

System = f gf
g (Spli e jj P1 jj    jj P )
Spli e = f g f
g
(Network jj Agent jj    jj Agent) :
r;w

a;t

n

read;write

ask;tell

Here parallel omposition (jj) is ACP-style parallelism, orresponding to an interleaving semanti s,
with the possibility of syn hronization between atomi
a tions, as de ned in the pre eding omm-se tions.
The en apsulation  is needed to enfor e syn hronization. The hiding  is used to hide externally invisible a tions: only the a tions in P di erent from
read=write are externally visible. In the subsequent
se tions we de ne the omponents Network, Agent,
and some appli ation pro esses.
i

B. The network
As we are not studying details of the underlying
network, a high-level des ription will suÆ e. In order
to model a reliable network, with an unbounded delay, we simply introdu e a multi-set of (entry,address)pairs, whi h will be delivered in any order. We now
rst introdu e the algebrai de nition of multi-sets.
Consider the following CRL-fragment:
sort Multiset
fun empty_ms: ->Multiset
add: Entry#Address#Multiset -> Multiset
map union: Multiset#Multiset -> Multiset
remove: Entry#Address#Multiset -> Multiset
send_to_all: AddressList#Entry->Multiset
in: Entry#Address#Multiset -> Bool
var x,y: Multiset
m: Entry
p: Address
rew union(empty_ms,x) = x
union(add(m,p,x),y) = add(m,p,union(x,y))

First the sort Multiset is introdu ed (keyword
sort), and de ned by its onstru tors empty ms
and add (keyword fun ). Next, some other fun tions are de lared (keyword map) and de ned algebrai ally (keyword rew for \rewrite rules"). The
var-se tion de lares the variables used in the following rew-se tion. Above, union, remove and
in (membership test) are standard multiset fun tions.
The auxiliary fun tion send to all is
de ned su h that e.g. send to all([a,b, ℄,e) =
f(a,e),(b,e),( ,e)g, where a, b, and
are addresses and e is an entry.
Next, a pro ess Network is de ned, having the urrent multiset as state variable (initially empty). It
is always willing to either re eive a tell-request, in
whi h ase it adds the messages to be delivered to its
multiset, or to non-deterministi ally deliver one of its
messages. We rst present this pro ess in CRL and
then explain the notation.
pro Network = Network(empty_set)
Network(B:Multiset) =
sum(a:Address,sum(e:Entry,sum(AL:AddressList,
tell(a,e,AL).
Network(union(B,send_to_all(AL,e))))))
+ sum(a:Address,sum(e:Entry,
[in(e,a,B)℄ ->
ask(a,e).
Network(remove(e,a,B))))

The above de nition is a re ursive spe i ation of
Network, parameterized by its state parameter B (the
multi-set), having two possible behaviors. At any moment a tell-a tion an happen from any address a of
entry e to re ipients in address list AL. Similarly for
all a, e an ask-a tion an happen, provided (e,a) is
an element of B. The re ursive alls spe ify the new
value of the multi-set in both bran hes.
C. The Agents

The agents maintain a lo al data base of urrent
entries. Entries are de ned as triples (key,value,time
stamp), where we hoose the natural numbers as time
stamps. To model destru tive reads, agents also store
whether an entry has been read already or not. Hen e,
the data base is modeled as a set of (Entry,Bool)pairs, where the boolean indi ates whether the entry
has been used. The signature for the data base is as
follows:

fun

entry : Key#Value#Nat->Entry

sort
fun

Database
empty : -> Database
add : Entry#Bool#Database -> Database
value: Key#Database -> Value
time: Key#Database -> Nat
unused_elt: Key#Database ->Bool
update: Entry#Database -> Database
mark_used: Key#Database ->Database

map

Here empty and add are the (list-like) onstru tors
for Database. Furthermore, value, time are fun tions to retrieve the value and time stamp of an item
with a ertain key in the database; unused elt(k,S)
holds if and only if key k refers to an entry in S whi h
is not yet used. Finally, update and mark used are
modi ers, in order to update the database with a
new entry, or to mark the entry with a ertain key as
used. The de nitions of these operations are straightforward, ex ept for update, whi h forms the ore of
the data base me hanism.
var k,l: Key
e,f: Value
p,q: Nat
m: Entry
x: Database
b: Bool
rew update(m,empty) = add(m,F,empty)
update(entry(k,e,p),add(entry(l,f,q),b,x))=
if(eq(k,l),
if(leq(p,q),
add(entry(l,f,q),b,x),
add(entry(k,e,p),F,x)),
add(entry(l,f,q),b,
update(entry(k,e,p),x)))

In order to update the database with an entry
(k; e; p), a mat hing entry (l; f; q), i.e. one with
eq(k; l), is sear hed. If a mat hing (l; f; q) annot be
found, then (k; e; p) is added to the database. If a
mat hing (l; f; q) is found, then the time stamps p
and q are ompared. If p  q, then the entry (k; e; p)
is simply ignored. Otherwise, if q > p, then (l; f; q)
is overwritten by (k; e; p), and this item is marked as
not yet used.
Next, we de ne the behavior of the agents. Besides the database (initially empty), an agent has a
lo al lo k (t:Nat, initially 0), and it is parameterized with its address. The Agent pro ess is de ned
re ursively, and onsists of three bran hes. First, an
unused entry from the database an be read, whi h
is then marked as already read. Se ond, a new el-

ement an be added, whi h is then time stamped
with the urrent lo k value and broad asted over
the network to all subs ribers. We assume that some
(appli ation-dependent) fun tion is given to ompute
the subs ribers for some key. In this ase the lo k is
in reased by one. Finally, some new entry may arrive
from the network, after whi h the database is updated
a ordingly. So we get:
map subs ribers: Key->AddressList
pro Agent(i:Address) = Agent(empty,i,0)
Agent(X:Database,i:Address,t:Nat) =
sum(k:Key,
[unused_elt(k,X)℄->
read(k,value(k,X),i).
Agent(mark_used(k,X),i,t))
+ sum(k:Key,sum(e:Value,
write(k,e,i).
tell(i,entry(k,e,t),subs ribers(k)).
Agent(X,i,S(t))))
+ sum(e:Entry,
ask(i,e).
Agent(update(e,X),i,t))

D. Appli ation Pro esses

We will model a produ er and a onsumer, whi h
are intermediated by a (number of identi al) transformer(s). The system intera ts with the external
world through in- and out-a tions parameterized by
Data. These a tions model sensor measurements and
a tuator ommands, respe tively. Furthermore, we
have a onversion val:Data->Value.
sort
fun
fun
a t

Data
val: Data->Value
input,output: Key
in,out: Data

When the produ er gets some input, it writes it to
the database with key input. The onsumer tries to
read elements with key output and outputs them to
the external world. The transformer should ompute
the output values from the input values. See Figure 2.
In order to tie the system together, we also have
to de ne some on rete addresses, and to de ne the
subs ription information. The agents and the appli ations are then instantiated to obtain the system. See
Figure 3.

pro Produ er(i:Address) =
sum(e:Data,
in(e).
write(input,val(e),i).
Produ er(i))
Consumer(i:Address) =
sum(e:Data,
read(output,val(e),i).
out(e).
Consumer(i))
Transformer(i:Address) =
sum(e:Value,
read(input,e,i).
write(output,e,i).
Transformer(i))
Fig. 2.

fun
rew

Produ er, Consumer and Transformer

a1,a2,a3,a4 :-> Address
subs ribers(input) =
ons(a3, ons(a4,nil))
subs ribers(output) = ons(a2,nil)

pro
Spli e =
hide({a,t}, en ap({ask,tell},
Network || Agent(a1) || Agent(a2)
|| Agent(a3) || Agent(a4)))

System =
hide({w,r}, en ap({write,read},
Spli e || Produ er(a1) || Consumer(a2)
|| Transformer(a3) || Transformer(a4)))
Fig. 3.

Composing the

omplete system

E. Veri ation

In order to verify repli ation, we will ompare two
systems. Both are obtained by repla ing P (se tion III-A) by some appli ation pro esses. The rst
system has a produ er, onsumer and one transformer. The se ond system has a produ er, onsumer
and two transformers. Be ause the resulting state
spa e is in nite, we have to make a nite instan e.
This is done by modeling an environment, performing in(1):in(2):::in(n), where n is a parameter of the
system. For xed n, the system is nite state.
To ompare the systems, we rst generate both
state spa es, performing redu tion modulo bran hing
bisimulation symboli ally and on the y. The resulting LTS is then minimized further modulo bran hing
bisimulation. These a tivities are performed with the
CRL tool set [2℄. The resulting LTS is then minii

mized modulo tra e equivalen e and an be visualized
or be subje ted to model he king. These a tivities
are arried out with the CADP tool set [11℄. The goal
is to he k whether the minimized systems are tra e
equivalent. So our notion of orre tness is tra e equivalen e between systems with and without repli ation.
This is deliberately weaker ( oarser) than bran hing
bisimulation equivalen e, for reasons des ribed later.

out(2)

out(2)

out(2)
out(1)

in(2)

in(2) out(1)

out(2)
out(1) in(2)

in(2)

in(1)

Fig. 4.

out(1)

in(1)

On the left the system without repli ation, on the

right the system with a repli ated transformer

We applied state spa e generation and minimization modulo tra e equivalen e on the two systems
(for n = 2), and got the graphs in Figure 4. Unfortunately, the systems appear not to be the same.
The system with two transformers is able to dupliate some output. Apparently, dupli ation is not ompletely avoided by the overwrite-me hanism of Spli e.
To see whi h sequen e of read/write a tions leads to
this undesirable situation, we have to remove the hiding operator ( ). This will generate a larger state
spa e, whi h annot be aestheti ally visualized. However, we now know what we are looking for, so we let
the model he ker nd some path with two out(2)
a tions:
<true*."out(2)".true*."out(2)">true

Now the following on rete tra e is automati ally
generated, in whi h the se ond item arrives at the
transformer at a4 rst; it is forwarded and arrives with
time stamp 0 at the onsumer, and is subsequently
output. Then the rst item arrives at the transformer
at a3, and is forwarded to the onsumer. This item is
ignored as it has time stamp 0 too. Finally, the se ond

item arrives at a3, is forwarded to the onsumer with
time stamp 1, and subsequently output for the se ond
time.
in(1)
w(input,val(1),a1)
in(2)
w(input,val(2),a1)
r(input,val(2),a4)
w(output,val(2),a4)
r(input,val(1),a3)
r(output,val(2),a2)
out(2)
w(output,val(1),a3)
r(input,val(2),a3)
w(output,val(2),a3)
r(output,val(2),a2)
out(2)

We investigated two possible solutions to this problem. The rst solution shifts the problem to the surrounding produ er/ onsumer-pro esses. The se ond
(preferred) solution slightly extends the Spli e primitives.
 The rst solution adds logi al sequen e numbers.
This an be done by rede ning the onstru tor for
values as: val: Data#Nat -> Value. The produ er
gets an extra parameter p:Nat. It writes val(e,p)
to the database, and in reases p. The transformer
doesn't hange: it just maintains the sequen e numbers. The onsumer however be omes more ompliated. At any moment, it waits for an item with logial sequen e number at least p. This query is modeled
by a guard q  p. After outputting this data item, it
will wait on sequen e number at least q + 1.
pro Consumer'(i:Address,p:Nat)
= sum(e:Data,sum(q:Nat,
[geq(q,p)℄->
read(k2,val(e,q),i).
out(e).
Consumer'(i,S(q))))

We used the CRL tool set to verify this system. This
ould be done for systems with up to 4 input items.
 The essen e of the previous solution is that the
transformer doesn't tamper with the logi al sequen e
numbers. This observation leads to the next, more
elegant solution. We allow that the transformer an
expli itly read the time stamp of an item, and an
hoose to write its items with the same time stamp,
instead of automati ally using its lo al lo k as time
stamp. Indeed, the lo k value of the transformer is
rather meaningless in terms of the \temporal valid-

ity" of data. This solution is modeled by adding two
new a tions, slightly modifying the read and writeprimitives, and extending the agents a ordingly. The
transformer now uses the new primitives, by opying
the time stamp. The original produ er and onsumer
are not hanged.
a t read,r : Key#Value#Nat#Address
write,w: Key#Value#Nat#Address
pro Agent(...) = ...
+ sum(k:Key,
[unused_elt(k,X)℄->
read(k,value(k,X),time(k,X),i).
Agent(mark_used(k,X),i,t))
+ sum(k:Key,sum(e:Value,sum(t0:Nat,
write(k,e,t0,i).
tell(i,entry(k,e,t0),subs ribers(k)) .
Agent(X,i,t))))
Transformer'(i:Address) =
sum(e:Value,sum(t:Nat,
read(input,e,t,i).
write(output,e,t,i).
Transformer'(i)))

Again, the version with and without repli ation were
generated and ompared using the CRL tool set.
This time we ould ompare them up to 5 input items.
F. Con luding remarks on the CRL approa h
 CRL is quite expressive. Espe ially the ombination of hoi e operators and guards allows the modeling of restri ted non-deterministi input and output,
in ontrast to e.g. value passing CCS [18℄.
 The problem sizes that an be dealt with are limited, but some interesting instan es an be generated.
In Figure 5 we show the size of the state spa e for
m transformers and n input items, denoted SYSmn. It
appears that we an easily generate situations with up
to 3 transformers, or 5 input items (slightly larger instan es an be generated, but this is time and memory
onsuming).
 The symboli redu tion tools are indispensable, and
allow to generate systems of onsiderable size. Without applying these tools, the limit lies around two
transformers and four input items.
 The used equivalen e relation matters. It appears
that the systems with and without repli ation are not
equal modulo bran hing equivalen e with more than
two input items. Apparently, this equivalen e relation is too ne. The red entries in Figure 6 show that
by in reasing the length of the input, also the oarser
equivalen e relations weak (=observational) bisimula-

generated
redu ed
states transitions states transitions
35
56
6
7
419
1278
6
7
4547
20465
6
7
152
350
10
16
5052
22305
10
16
142472
925429
10
16
611
1825
15
30
55041
315712
15
30
2339
8565
21
50
566640
3984157
21
50

SYS12
SYS22
SYS32
SYS13
SYS23
SYS33
SYS14
SYS24
SYS15
SYS25
Fig. 5.

Size of the generated and redu ed LTSs

tion [18℄ and   a-equivalen e fail. Only tra e equivalen e remains. This also indi ates that a more general
tool, dealing with arbitrary many inputs is useful.
BRANCH.

SYS12
SYS22
SYS13
SYS23
SYS14
SYS24
SYS15
SYS25

states
8
8
22
23
55
69
127
198

Fig. 6.

WEAK

states
8
8
19
19
45
48
105
128

 a
states
7
7
13
13
27
27
63
67

TRACE

states
6
6
10
10
15
15
21
21

Fine and oarse equivalen es

IV. The PVS-approa h

The tool PVS (Prototype Veri ation System) [19℄
is used to give general veri ations of Spli e-based systems, for instan e with an unbounded number of data
items or any arbitrary number of transformers. The
logi of PVS is a typed higher-order logi in whi h we
express the semanti s of Spli e. In earlier work on a
denotational semanti s for Spli e [3℄ the equivalen e
of a global data spa e view and an implementation
with lo al data spa es was proved for a arefully sele ted set of Spli e-primitives. This result, however,
does not hold for the full Spli e ar hite ture, whi h is
essentially based on distributed storages.
The semanti s for lo al storages of [3℄ seems not
very onvenient for veri ation; it is based on a partial
order of read and write events, with omplex global
onditions at losure. It also uses pro ess identi ers,

whi h we would like to avoid if possible (to stay lose
to the high-level on epts of Spli e). Here we aim at a
more intuitive denotational semanti s, whi h enables
lo al reasoning as mu h as possible, and whi h also
in orporates more re ent information about the hara teristi s of Spli e, espe ially on erning the time
stamps.
A new denotational semanti s is presented in se tion IV-A. The spe i ations and veri ation te hniques are based on earlier work on ompositional
program veri ation in PVS [17℄ and are des ribed
in se tion IV-B. Se tion IV-C ontains the PVS-work
on the ase study.
A. Denotational semanti s

The PVS theories that des ribe the general Spli e
semanti s are parameterized by (non-empty) types
Data , KeyData, and a key fun tion from data to key
data key : [Data -> KeyData℄. Moreover, there
are parameters for sets of variables, ranging over data
and sets of data. As usual, there is a type States
whi h assigns values to variables.
As time domain we use the real numbers, whi h are
prede ned in PVS. By adding a time stamp to data we
obtain data items, represented in PVS as a re ord with
two elds, dat and ts. Extended data items ontain
an additional boolean used. A (lo al) data base is a
set of these extended items, where used indi ates if
the item has been read destru tively, hen e annot be
read by subsequent reads.
Time
DataItems

: TYPE = real
: TYPE = [# dat : Data,
ts : Time #℄
ExtDataItems : TYPE = [# di : DataItems,
used : bool #℄
DataBases
: TYPE = setof[ExtDataItems℄

The basi idea of the semanti s, see Figure 7, is that
for ea h sequential program we re ord the urrent ontents of the lo al data base, the set of data written by
the program itself, and the data items assumed to be
written by its yet unknown environment.
The written items are used to update the lo al data
base; this may happen non-deterministi ally, at any
point in time. In the sets of written items, the eld
used indi ates whether an item has already been used
for an update.
At any point during program exe ution it is possible to add items written by the environment. For a
pro ess in isolation, all possibilities are in luded; these
assumptions are he ked later at parallel omposition

pro ess
write

read

hd2 ; t2 ; truei

hd1 ; t1 ; falsei
hd2 ; t2 ; truei

update

hd1 ; t1 ; truei
hd3 ; t3 ; falsei
update
write

Fig. 7.

Basi

on epts of the semanti s.

and losure.
This leads to the following semanti primitives
(type SemPrim), whi h are modeled as a re ord in PVS
with ve elds: the urrent state, value of the lo al
lo k, lo al data storage, own written items and items
written by the environment.
WriteSets : TYPE = setof[ExtDataItems℄
SemPrim : TYPE =
[# st
: States,
lo k : Time,
db
: DataBases,
ownw : WriteSets,
envw : WriteSets
#℄
sp, sp0, sp1, sp2 : VAR SemPrim

Then the denotational semanti s of ea h statement
is a fun tion from an initial semanti primitive (representing the e e t of pre eding statements) to a set
of resulting primitives, that denote all possible nonblo king exe utions. Based on earlier experien e [17℄,
we identify a program and its semanti s, sin e that
provides the most exible framework. So here a Spli e
program is simply de ned as its semanti s, a fun tion
whi h assigns to ea h initial semanti primitive a set
of semanti primitives denoting the out ome of its exe utions.
Spli eProgs : TYPE = [SemPrim -> setof[SemPrim℄℄
prog, prog1, prog2 : VAR Spli eProgs

For instan e, a basi skip statement simply yields a
set ontaining only the initial state sp0. The full
skip statement is more ompli ated, be ause it also
in ludes a so alled UPDATE statement whi h allows
arbitrary environment writes and non-deterministi

updates of the data base using the write sets. The
update of the data base formalizes the me hanism des ribed before, using keys and time stamps. To ombine update and basi statement, we rst introdu e
sequential omposition.
SKIPB(sp0) : setof[SemPrim℄ = singleton(sp0)
UPDATE(sp0) : setof[SemPrim℄ = ...
Seq(prog1,prog2)(sp0) : =
{ sp | EXISTS sp1 : member(sp1,prog1(sp0)) AND
member(sp,prog2(sp1)) }
Skip : [SemPrim -> setof[SemPrim℄℄ =
Seq(UPDATE,SKIPB)

In this way, we de ne all basi statements, su h as
assignment, read, and write; they all in lude UPDATE.
A read statement Read(svar,q,destr) has three
parameters: a variable svar, ranging over sets of
items, a query q, and a boolean destr whi h indi ates
whether the read should be destru tive. The query is
a predi ate over the urrent state and database, spe ifying subsets of the data base that might be read. If
su h a subset exists, it is assigned to svar, otherwise
the read statement blo ks. Note that the query may
disallow the empty set, spe ifying a blo king read.
A write statement Write(e) adds a data item spe i ed by expression e and extended with the urrent
value of the lo k to the set of own writes. This statement also in reases the lo al lo k. Sin e all other
statements do not de rease the lo k, this ensures that
all writes of a sequential program have di erent time
stamps.
Besides sequential omposition, we also de ne
a number of other ompound onstru ts, su h as
IfThenElse(b,prog1,prog2) and an in nite loop
Loop(prog).
At parallel omposition prog1 //
prog2 we he k whether the own writes of one program are in luded in the environment writes of the
other, and whether the remaining external writes are
the same. The written items of both omponents
are removed from the environment write a tions of
the omposition. Finally, there is a losure operation
Close(prog) whi h requires that there are no environment writes; hen e all onsumed items must have
been produ ed inside the program itself.
B. Spe i ation and veri ation

To obtain a very exible framework, suitable for
top-down program design, we freely mix spe i a-

tions and program onstru ts. Starting from a spe iation, gradually more programming onstru ts an
be introdu ed, until nally all spe i ations are removed. Hen e we de ne a spe i ation also as a
program. Here we use a pre- and post ondition
style spe i ation, where an assertion is a predi ate
over the semanti primitives, i.e. a fun tion of type
[SemPrim->bool℄.
Assertions : TYPE = pred[SemPrim℄
p, q, r
: VAR Assertions
spe (p,q) : Spli eProgs =
LAMBDA sp0 : { sp | p(sp0) IMPLIES q(sp) }

To express when one program re nes another, we dene =>, whi h is the subset relation here. Clearly, this
relation is re exive and transitive.
=>(prog1,prog2) : bool =
FORALL sp0 : subset?(prog1(sp0),prog2(sp0))

Veri ation of this re nement relation is supported by
a number of proof rules. As an example, we show the
rule for sequential omposition, formulated in PVS as
a theorem with label rule seq. For parallel omposition we present the monotoni ity rule, whi h shows
that we an re ne in a parallel ontext. These rules,
and many others, have been proved using the intera tive theorem prover of PVS.
rule_seq : THEOREM
Seq( spe ( p, r ), spe ( r, q ) )
=> spe ( p, q )
mono_par : THEOREM
(prog3 => prog1) AND (prog4 => prog2)
IMPLIES
((prog3 // prog4) => (prog1 // prog2))

C. Case study

To model the ase study in PVS, we import the
general PVS theories des ribed above with the following parameters. Data onsists of a name and a value,
where the name a ts as key.
DataName : TYPE = {input,output,out}
DataVal : TYPE = nat
Data
: TYPE = [# name : DataName,
val : DataVal #℄
KeyData : TYPE = DataName
key(dvar: Data) : KeyData = name(dvar)

Moreover, we introdu e program variables d and dset

ranging over data and sets of data items, respe tively.
C.1 Top-level spe i ation
The top-level spe i ation of the ase study, alled
TopLevel, expresses that if there are no writes outside
the system then the out-values are in reasing, i.e. for
two items edi1 and edi2 in ownw with name out we
have that val(edi1) < val(edi2) IFF ts(edi1) <
ts(edi2). Using suitable abbreviations, this an be
written as follows.
pre : Assertions = LAMBDA sp0 :
db(sp0) = emptyset AND
ownw(sp0) = emptyset AND
envw(sp0) = emptyset
postTopLevel : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
empty?(envw(sp))
IMPLIES
In reasing(Out(ownw(sp)))
TopLevel : Spli eProgs = spe (pre, postTopLevel)

C.2 Spe ifying omponents
The aim is to implement the above spe i ation
by a produ er, one or more transformers, and a onsumer. For the produ er we spe ify that it produ es
only input-values, and its writes should be in reasing. The onsumer produ es only out-items and it
just maintains the order of items, i.e. if the environment writes in reasing output-items, then it will also
write in reasing out-items. In PVS, omitting many
details:
postProd : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
NameOwnw(input)(sp) AND In reasing(ownw(sp))
Prod : Spli eProgs = spe (pre, postProd)
postCons : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
NameOwnw(out)(sp) AND
MaintainOrder(Output(envw(sp)),
Out(ownw(sp)))
Cons : Spli eProgs = spe (pre, postCons)

To satisfy the top-level spe i ation, we introdu e the
following spe i ation for the transformer:
postTrans : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
NameOwnw(output)(sp) AND
MaintainOrder(Input(envw(sp)),
Output(ownw(sp)))
Trans : Spli eProgs = spe (pre, postTrans)

C.3 Verifying the design
Using the spe i ations above, it is relatively easy
to verify that the three omponents in parallel lead to
the top-level spe i ation.
DesignCorre t: THEOREM
(Prod // (Trans // Cons)) => TopLevel

Next, the omponents an be implemented independently. By the monotoni ity property (and transitivity of =>), onforman e to the top-level spe i ation is
still guaranteed. For instan e, let s be a state variable,
where dvars(s) yields the values of the data variables
(su h as d), then we have the following program for
the produ er:
dinit : Exprs = LAMBDA s :
(# name := input, val := 0 #)
dval : Exprs = LAMBDA s : dvars(s)(d)
dnext : Exprs = LAMBDA s :
(# name := input,
val := val(dvars(s)(d)) + 1 #)
Produ er : Spli eProgs =
Seq(Assign(d,dinit),
Loop(Seq(Write(dval), Assign(d,dnext))))
ProdCor : LEMMA Produ er => Prod

For the transformer we have a program of the following form (omitting details):
Transformer : Spli eProgs =
Loop(Seq(Read(dset,q(input),TRUE),
IfThenElse(NonEmpty,Write(mk(output)),
Skip)))

Similarly for the onsumer.
C.4 Introdu ing repli ation
Note, that the previous transformer spe i ation
annot be repli ated. This has been proved in PVS
by onstru ting a ounter example manually.
NoRepl : LEMMA NOT ((Trans // Trans) => Trans)

To obtain a transformer that an be repli ated, we
modify the spe i ation su h that it also maintains
the time stamp of the input item.

been simpli ed with this new write primitive.
The use of formal tools and te hniques turned out
to be very useful during our study of repli ation on top
of Spli e. Informal reasoning is diÆ ult, be ause there
are many possible variations in the omponents and
the use of the underlying ar hite ture. For instan e,
for ea h read statement there are already a number
postTransNew : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
of hoi es on erning the pre ise query, and whether
NameOwnw(output)(sp) AND MaintainTs(sp)
it should be blo king and/or destru tive. There are
also
many variations on erning the stru ture of the
TransNew : Spli eProgs = spe (pre, postTransNew)
data and the hoi e of keys whi h in uen e the overNote that the new transformer re nes the old one, so writing of data. Moreover, the fa t that Spli e allows
we still onform to the top-level spe i ation.
arbitrary delays and reordering of messages leads to a
large number of possible exe utions.
NewImpliesOld : LEMMA TransNew => Trans
Due to the ombination of these aspe ts, it is already for very simple systems diÆ ult to predi t
NewCorre t: THEOREM
whether they are orre t of not. Using the CRL tool
(Prod // (TransNew // Cons)) => TopLevel
set we often found errors in our initial solutions. We
Now we an prove repli ation of the new transformer also dis overed subtle points su h as the fa t that, for
and insert it into the system (as many times as we transparent repli ation, overwriting data items should
want).
only be done if the time-stamp is stri tly greater, not
if it is equal. We also dis overed di eren es between
TransNewRepl : THEOREM
small systems that in a subtle way depend on the
(TransNew // TransNew) => TransNew
equivalen e used and the number of data items onsidered.
NewReplCorre t: THEOREM
The CRL tool set and PVS turned out to be om(Prod // ((TransNew // TransNew) // Cons))
=> TopLevel
plementary. Debugging initial ideas and building an
intuition about the orre tness of appli ations is mu h
With the urrent Spli e primitives, however, the easier in CRL than with PVS where it is usually difnew transformer spe i ation annot be implemented;
ult to see why a proof does not work. The CRL
there is no possibility to spe ify the value of the time tool set automati ally generates ounter examples,
stamp. Hen e we propose to add a write primitive whereas they have to be onstru ted in PVS manually.
Write(e,texp) whi h has as additional parameter a On the other hand, by the well-known state explosion
time expression texp that is used in the time stamp problem, the CRL tool set an only he k small ineld of the data item written.
stan es of the system and our ase study showed that
adding one more data item might already break an
V. Con lusion
equivalen e. Hen e the need for a tool like PVS that
To a hieve transparent repli ation of omponents makes it possible to perform general veri ations. Our
on top of the distributed data spa e ar hite ture PVS framework also supports ompositional reasonSpli e, we propose a slightly extended write ommand. ing, allowing a separation of on erns and s alability
By adding a time expression that repla es the default of the approa h.
time stamp of data, the temporal validity of data an
Also note that our two approa hes use a di erent
be expressed more a urately. Together with the up- spe i ation paradigm; the CRL approa h provides
date me hanism of Spli e, where data with old time a more operational des ription, whereas the PVS apstamps annot overwrite newer values, this leads to a proa h is property-oriented. By omparing these apmore logi al use of time stamps. It turned out this proa hes, we in rease our on den e in the orre tness
makes repli ation mu h easier, avoiding for instan e of the formalization. Note, however, that we do not
the need for additional sequen e numbers. Note that yet have a pre ise formal relation between the two apthe extended write ommand an also be used for pre- proa hes. Here the aim was to investigate whether it
di ted or interpolated data items. Also other exam- ould be useful to use these approa hes in ombinaples with expli it time stamps, e.g. [16℄, ould have tion. Now that the answer is positive, a pre ise formal
MaintainTs : Assertions = LAMBDA sp :
FORALL edi :member(edi,ownw(sp)) IMPLIES
EXISTS edi1 : member(edi1,envw(sp)) AND
name(edi1) = input AND
val(edi) = val(edi1) AND
ts(edi) = ts(edi1)

onne tion be omes a topi of future resear h.
We would like to thank Edwin de Jong and Ronald
Lutje Spelberg from Thales (The Netherlands) for
their detailed explanation of Spli e.
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